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Abstract� The technique of image compression using Iterative Function System �IFS� is

known as fractal image compression� An extension of IFS theory is called as Partitioned

or local Iterative Function System �PIFS� for coding the gray level images� The theory of

PIFS appears to be di�erent from that of IFS in the sense of application domain� Assuming

the theory of PIFS is same as that of IFS� several techniques of image compression have

been developed� In the present article we have studied the PIFS scheme as a separate one

and proposed a mathematical formulation for the existence of its attractor� Moreover the

results of a Genetic Algorithm �GA� based PIFS technique ��� is presented� This technique

appears to be e�cient in the sense of computational cost�

�� Introduction

The theory of fractal based image compression using Iterative Function System �IFS� was pro�

posed by Barnsley ��� ��� He modeled real life images by means of deterministic fractal objects

i�e�� by the attractor evolved through iterations of a set of contractive a	ne transformations�

Once the set of contractive a	ne transformations F �say� is obtained the rest is an iterative

sequence to produce the attractor which is an approximant of the given image� The set of con�

tractive a	ne transformations F is called IFS� In particular at the Nth iteration� the object

which is used as input to the IFS� is the output object obtained from the �N � 
�th iteration�



The detailed mathematical description of the IFS theory and other relevant results are available

in ��� �� �� �� ��

Image compression using IFS can be looked upon as an inverse problem of iterative trans�

formation theory ���� The basic problem here is to �nd appropriate contractive a	ne transfor�

mations whose attractor is an approximation of the given image� Thus for the purpose of image

compression it is enough to store the relevant parameters of the said transformations instead

of the whole image� A fully automated fractal based image compression technique of digital

monochrome image was �rst proposed by Jacquin ��� �� ��� This technique is known as parti�

tioned �
�� or local ��� iterative function system� The partitioned�local IFS is an IFS where the

domain of application of the contractive a	ne transformations is restricted to the small portions

of the image �subimages� instead of the whole image as in the case of IFS�

Di�erent schemes� using PIFS� have been proposed by several other researchers �
�� 

� 
� 
���

So far the e	ciency� either in terms of quality of the image or in terms of computational cost� of

the PIFS technique is the main interest of the researchers� But the theory of partitioned�local

IFS appears to be di�erent from the theory of IFS in the sense of restriction of the application

domain for the contractive a	ne transformations� So� the questions are� how does PIFS produce

an attractor� The present article provides a mathematical formulation for the existence of an

attractor of partitioned IFS� assuming it as a separate scheme� To complete the study of PIFS

for image compression� the results of a Genetic Algorithm �GA� based PIFS technique �
� have

also been shown�

Genetic algorithms �GAs� �
�� 
�� are mathematically modeled algorithms which try to

emulate biological evolutionary processes to solve optimization problems� Instead of searching

one point at a time �usual technique adopted in enumerative search�� GAs possess multiple

search points� GAs attempt to �nd near optimal solutions without going through an exhaustive

search mechanism� Thus GAs have an advantage of signi�cantly large reduction in search space

and time particularly when the search space is very large�

In the next section we have described the theory of image coding using IFS� Section � consists

of basic features of constructing PIFS codes for a given image and the basic di�erence of PIFS

with IFS� The proposed mathematical formulation of PIFS has been discussed in Section �� The

principles of GA and its use to �nd PIFS is discussed in Section �� The experimental results

have been presented in Section  and the conclusions are drawn in Section ��

�� Basic Theory of IFS for Image Coding

The salient features of IFS theory and image coding through IFS are given below�

Let �X� d� be a metric space� where X is a set and d is a metric� Generally� X is taken

as the collection of compact sets and d is taken as distance measure between two sets in X�

Let f be a contractive a	ne map de�ned on metric space �X� d� such that f � X � X and

d�f�x��� f�x��� � s d�x�� x��� �x�� x� � X� where � � s � 
 is called contractivity factor of the

map f � For any large positive number N� lim
N��

fN�x� � a� �x � X� and also f�a� � a� �a� is



called �xed point �attractor� of f � Here fN �x� is de�ned as

fN�x� � f� fN���x� �� with f��x� � f�x�� �x � X�

Now� let I be a given grayscale image which belongs to the set X� Our intention is to �nd

a set F of a	ne contractive maps for which the given image I is an approximate �xed point�

F is constructed in such away that the distance between the given image and the �xed point

�attractor�of F is very small� To any set S belongs to X� the set of transformations F is used

as follows�

F�S� �
�
i

fi�S��

The attractor �A� of the set of maps F is de�ned as follows �

lim
N��

FN �J� � A� �J � X�

and F�A� � A� where FN �J� is de�ned as

FN �J� � F� FN���J� ��with

F��J� � F�J�� �J � X�

Also the set of maps F is de�ned as follows�

d�F�J���F�J��� � s d�J�� J��� �J�� J� � X and � � s � 
� �
�

s is called the contractivity factor of F �

Let d�I�F�I�� � � ���

where � is a small positive quantity� Now� by Collage theorem ���� it can be shown that

d�I�A� �
�


� s
���

where A is the attractor of F �

From ��� it is clear that� after a su	ciently large number�N� of iterations� the set of a	ne

contractive maps F produces a set which belongs to X and is very close to the given original

image I� Here� �X�F� is called iterative function system and F is called the set of fractal codes

for the given image I�

In the context of digital monochrome image� the coding scheme is called partitioned or

local Iterative Function System� In the next section� the construction of PIFS codes has been

described along with its basic di�erence from IFS�

�� Technique of PIFS

The structure of PIFS codes are almost same as that of IFS codes� The only di�erence is that

PIFS codes are obtained and applied to a particular portion of the image instead of the whole

image� The technique of construction of PIFS is given below�



���� Construction of PIFS

Let� I be a given grayscale image having size w � w and the range of gray level values be

��� g�� Thus the given image I is a subset three dimensional Euclidian space �I � IR��� The

image is partitioned into n non overlapping squares of size� say b � b� and let this partition be

represented by R � fR��R�� � � � �Rng� Each Ri is named as range block� Note that n � w
b �

w
b

and I �
n�
i��

Ri� Let D be the collection of all possible blocks which is of size �b� �b and all are

within the image support� Let D � fD��D�� � � � �Dmg� Each Dj is named as domain block with

m � �w � �b�� �w � �b� and Dj � ��� w� � ��� w��

Let�

Fj � ff � f�Dj�� IR� � f is an a	ne contractive mapg�

Now� for a given range block Ri� let� d be distance measure and fijj � Fj be such that

d�Ri� fijj�Dj�� � d�Ri� f�Dj�� �f � Fj � �j�

Now let k be such that

d�Ri� fijk�Dk�� � min
j
f d�Ri� fijj�Dj�� g ���

Also� let fijk�Dk� � bRijk�

Our aim is to �nd fijk�Dk� for each i � f
� �� � � � � ng� In other words� for every range block

Ri� one needs to �nd an appropriately matched domain block Dk as well as an appropriate trans�

formation fijk� The set of maps F � ff�j�� f�j�� � � � � fnj�g thus obtained is called the partitioned

or local IFS or fractal codes of image I�

To �nd the best matched domain block as well as the best matched transformation� we are to

search all possible domain blocks as well as all possible transformations with the help of equation

���� The Problem of searching appropriately matched domain block and transformation for a

range block can be solved by enumerative search ��� or by using Genetic Algorithms �
��

The a	ne contractive transformation fij� is constructed using the fact that the gray values of

the range block are scaled and shifted version of the gray values of domain block� The contractive

a	ne transformation fijj de�ned on IR� is such that fijj�Dj� � Ri� Also fijj consists of two

parts� one for spatial information and the other for information of gray values� The �rst part

indicates which pixel of the range block corresponds to which pixel of domain block� The second

part is to �nd the scaling and shift parameters for the set of pixels of the domain blocks to the

range blocks�

The �rst part is shu�ing the pixel values of the domain block and can be achieved by using

any one of the eight possible transformations �isometry� on the domain blocks���� Once the �rst

part is obtained� second part is estimation of a set of values �gray values� of range blocks from

the set of values of the transformed domain blocks� These estimates can be obtained by using

the least square analysis of two sets of values �
��



The second part is obtained using least square analysis of two sequences of gray values� one

from the range block and other from the domain block� once the �rst part is �xed� Moreover the

size of the domain blocks is double that of the range blocks� But� the least square �straight line

�tting� needs point to point correspondence� To overcome this� one has to construct contracted

domain blocks such that the number of pixels in the contracted domain blocks become equal

to that of range blocks� The contracted domain blocks are obtained by adopting any one of

the two techniques� In the �rst technique the average values of four neighboring pixel values

in a domain blocks are considered as the pixel values of the contracted domain blocks ���� In

the other scheme� contracted domain blocks are constructed by taking pixel values from every

alternative rows and columns of the domain blocks �
�� The proposed mathematical formulation

� of PIFS is based on this second scheme�

Now to select appropriately matched domain block �Dk� and appropriately matched trans�

formation �fijk� for a range block �Ri�� the distance measure �d� plays an important role� The

distance measure �d� �used in equation ���� is taken to be the simple Mean Square Error �MSE�

between the original set of gray values and the obtained set of gray values of the concerned range

block� The MSE is not a metric though it serves the purpose of a distance measure� As selection

of PIFS code for a range block is dependent only on the estimation of pixel values of that block�

it is enough to calculate only the distortion of the original and estimated pixel values of the

block� Note that the same measure had been used in all most all the articles ��� 
�� 

� 
� 
���

���� How PIFS technique di�ers from IFS

An extension of the iterative function system concept is the partitioned iterative function system�

PIFS mainly di�ers from IFS in the domain of application of their respective transformations�

In PIFS the transformations are not applied to the whole image� as in the case of IFS� but rather

have restricted domains� In all PIFS� a transformation fi is speci�ed not only by an a	ne map�

but also by the domain to which fi is applied�

In PIFS the map fijj is applied to the domain Dj to result in cRi� which is an estimate of Ri�

In the next iteration� this estimate � bRi� is not used as the input to the map fijj� In particular

in the next iteration an estimate of Dj is used as the input to obtain improved estimate�
cbRi� of

Ri� A domain block may includes many other range blocks or part of them� So� the estimate of

Dj consists of several other estimated range blocks or part of them�

Another important and signi�cant di�erence of PIFS and IFS lies in the context of contrac�

tivity factor of the transformations� For an IFS with an expansive map fi� the set of maps will

not converge to a compact �xed point� The expansive part will cause the limit set to be in�

�nitely stretched along some direction� This is not necessarily true for a PIFS� PIFS can contain

expansive transformations and still have a bounded attractor� So� it is not necessary� in PIFS�

to impose any contractivity condition on all the transformations� A necessary and su	cient

contractivity requirement is that the set of transformations F be eventually contractive �
���

Fisher et al �
�� have shown experimentally that maximum allowable value of s �contractivity

factor� can be 
�� �� 
�� Also they have shown that this maximum value of s� for a particular



image� yields minimum distortion between the original image and the attractor evolved through

the iterative process of the eventually contractive transformations�

In the next section we have described the mathematical formulation of attractor of PIFS�

�� Mathematical Formulation for the Existence of Attractor of

PIFS

In this section we have proposed a mathematical formulation for the existence of attractor of

PIFS� In particular we have shown that the PIFS codes F possesses a �xed point or attractor

in an iterative sequence�

Let� I be a given image having size w � w and the range of gray level values be ��� g�� For

this given image we can construct a vector x whose elements are the pixel values of the given

image I� Note that there are w� pixel values of I� Thus�

x � �x�� x�� x�� � � � � xw��
�

is the given image where x� is the pixel value corresponding to the �
� 
�th position of

I� Likewise� let xr be the pixel value corresponding to the �i� j�th position of I� where�

r � �i � 
� w � j� 
 � i� j � w�

In this setup PIFS can be viewed as following� There exists an a	ne �linear�� not necessarily

strictly contractive� map for each element of x and this map is called forward map of the element�

In the process of iteration� the input to a forward map will be any one of the w� elements of x

and the map is called backward map for this input element� Thus for each element of x there

exists a forward map and an element of x can have one or more or no backward map�s�� The

set F � of forward maps� is called the PIFS codes of I�

��
�

�
�
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�
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Fig� �� Sketch of Forward map and backward maps

Now let us consider the set S where�

S � f x j x � �x�� x�� x�� � � � � xw��
�

� � � xi � g g�



S is the set of all possible images� The given image I is surely an element of S i�e� I � S�

The PIFS codes F can be looked upon as

F � S � S �

The attractor of F � a �say�� if exists will also belongs to S� So� the �rst task is to show the

existence of a�

Let f� be the forward map for a particular element xr� � where r� � �i�� 
�w� j� � Also

let this element be mapped from the element xr� � r� � �i� � 
� w � j� � � Thus f� is the

backward map for xr� � Again xr� is being mapped from xr� � �r� � �i� � 
�w � j�� with a

forward map f� � Thus we have a sequence of maps for the element xr� as following�

� i�� j� �
f�
� � i�� j� �

f�
� � i�� j� �

f�
� � � �

fm��
� � im� jm �� m � �w� � 
� � ���

The above sequence will be stopped at � im� jm � if

� im��� jm�� � � � ik� jk �� for k � � or 
 or � or � � � or m� ��

The stopping phenomenon of this sequence is mandatory as there are �nite number � w� � of

elements in x � Moreover all the elements of x possess same type of sequence in PIFS codes�

Thus it is enough to show that the element xr� has got a �xed point in the process of iteration

and this will lead to prove the existence of a �attractor of x ��

It is clear from the sequence ��� that during the iterative process the element xr� will have

a �xed point once the element xr� is �xed� Again the convergence �to a �xed point� of the

element xr� con�rms the convergence of the element xr� and likewise for the rest of the

elements� Thus convergence of the last element of the sequence implies the convergence of the

rest of the elements� The convergence of the last element of the sequence is possible in four

di�erent ways according to the stopping condition ���

An important point to be noted in this context is the problem of discretization� To get

the decoded image in an iterative process using PIFS codes one need to discretize the output�

This can be done in two ways� One is discretization of the output in each iteration� Another

is discretization at the end of the iterative process� The iterative process is stopped whenever

there is no change in gray values in two successive iterations� To prove the convergence of the

elements in four di�erent ways we have used the discretization of the second type�

Case � � m � 
�

Here � i�� j� � � � i�� j� � �

It implies that � i�� j� � is mapped into itself with a map f� �

Here f� � a� x � b� � � � x � g and � � a� � 
�

Note that in this case the a	ne map f� should necessarily be a strictly contractive map

otherwise the element will not converge to a �xed point�

If we start with any value � � � x � g � of � i�� j� � � the element will converge to the

�xed point b�
� � a�

�



Case � � m � � and k � m

Here � im��� jm�� � � � im� jm� �

It implies �
 that � im� jm� is mapped into itself with a map fm � am x � bm �

� � x � g and � � am � 
 � Thus � im� jm� will converge to bm
��am

� Therefore the

element � im��� jm��� will converge to

am�� bm


� am
� bm�� �

am�� bm � am bm�� � bm��


� am
�

In this case the forward map is fm�� � am�� x � bm�� � � � x � g � Again � im��� jm�� � is

�xed implies convergence of � im��� jm�� � with forward map fm�� � am�� x� bm�� � � � x � g �

at
am�� am�� bm � am�� am bm�� � am�� bm�� � am bm�� � bm��


 � am
�

Proceeding in this way� the �xed point of � i�� j� � is found out to be

a� a� � � � a
m�� bm � �a� a� � � � a

m�� b
m�� � a� a� � � � a

m�� b
m�� � � � � � a� a� b� � a� b� � b�� �� � am�

� � am

�

Note that in this case the a	ne map fm should necessarily be contractive� But the rest

of the maps may be non contractive� The eventual contractivity� associated with the element

xr� � �i� � j�� � will be sr� �
mY
i��

ai �

Case � � m � � and k � 


Here � im��� jm�� � � � i�� j�� �

It implies that the starting and the last element of the sequence ��� is same� This can be looked

as a complete loop for the sequence� This case has been solved stepwise� First of all the case

is solved for m � �� and m � � � Then on the basis of these the �xed point for the case of

general m is solved�

Case ��a� � m � �

Here we have only two elements viz� � i�� j� � and � i�� j�� � The element � i�� j� � is being

mapped from the element � i�� j� � by the a	ne map f� � a� x � b� � � � x � g �

On the other hand the element � i�� j� � is being mapped from � i�� j� � by the a	ne map

f� � a� x � b� � � � x � g �

� i�� j� �
f�
� � i�� j� �

f�
� � i�� j� � �

Let x be the starting value of � i�� j� � and y be the starting value of � i�� j� � � After �rst

iteration the values of � i�� j� � and � i�� j� � will be a� y � b� and a� x � b� respectively�

Again after second iteration these will be a� a� x � a� b� � b� and a� a� y � a� b� � b�

respectively� Proceeding this way after in�nite �practically large but �nite� number of iteration�

the �xed point of �i� � j�� and �i� � j�� will be independent of x and y� The Coe	cients of x

and y after N �even� iterations will be �a� a��
N�� which tends to zero as N tends to in�nity�

The �xed points of � i�� j� � thus will be

a� b� � b�


 � a� a�
�



The same for the element � i�� j� � will be

a� b� � b�


 � a� a�
�

Note that both the maps need not be contractive� Moreover the eventual contractivity associated

with the element xr� is �a� a�� which should be less than one�

Case ��b� � m � �

Here we have three elements viz� � i�� j� � � � i�� j� � and � i�� j�� � These three elements

are making a complete loop in the sequence� The sequence of forward and backward maps is as

follows�

� i�� j� �
f�
� � i�� j� �

f�
� � i�� j� �

f�
� � i�� j� ��

Taking the starting values of three elements as x� y and z and proceeding as case ��a� we have

the following results�

The �xed point of � i�� j� � will be

a� � a� b� � b� � � b�


 � a� a� a�
�

The element � i�� j� � will converge to

a� � a� b� � b� � � b�


 � a� a� a�
�

The �xed point of � i�� j� � will be

a� � a� b� � b� � � b�


 � a� a� a�
�

Here also the maps need not be contractive in the strict sense� The eventual contractivity will

be �a� a� a�� in this case�
Case ��c� � General m

Here we have m elements which are making a complete loop of sequence� It is clear from case
��a� and case ��b� that all the elements of this sequence will have a �xed point after a large but
�nite number of iteration� Also the a	ne maps which are used� need not to be contractive� In
particular� in this case the element � i�� j� � will converge to

a� �a� � � � � �am�� �am�� bm 	 bm��� 	 bm��� 	 � � � � 	 b�� 	 b�

� � a� a� � � � am
�

Also the eventual contractivity for the element is sr� �
mY
i��

ai �

Case � � m � � and � � k � m

Here � im��� jm�� � � � ik� jk� � where k � � or � or � � � or m� � �

Without loss of generality say� 
 � k � m� � m� 
 �

This case can be viewed as mixture two cases� Taking � im� � jm� � as the starting element�



a complete loop of sequence can be formed with rest of the elements� Thus� one can �nd the

�xed point of this element as it is nothing but case �� Once the element � im� � jm� � is �xed

then the �xed point of the original starting element � i�� j� � can be found out by using case

�� Like all the previous cases the eventual contractivity� in this case� will be sr� �
mY
i��

ai �

Note that for each element there will be a sequence of the form ���� This sequence will follow

any one of the above mentioned four cases� Thus for each element there will be a sequence of

forward maps� The contractivity factor associated with this element will be the product of

all the scaled parameters of the forward maps � sr� �
mY
i��

ai �� sr� de�ned here actually is

Lipshitz coe	cient� It becomes contractive coe	cient if it is less than unity� Thus assuming the

contractivity �eventual contractivity� we get FN �o� � a � o � S for a very large positive

number N �

The next section deals with the GA based PIFS technique�

�� An e�cient GA based technique of PIFS

For the better understanding of the GA based PIFS technique� we have furnished here a short

description of GA�

���� Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms �GAs� are highly adaptive search and machine learning processes based

on a natural selection mechanism of biological genetic system� GAs help to �nd the global

near optimal solution without getting stuck at local optima as it deals with multiple points

�called� chromosomes� simultaneously� To solve the optimization problem� GAs start with the

chromosomal �structural� representation of a parameter set� The parameter set is coded as a

string of �nite length called a chromosome or simply a string� Usually� the chromosomes are

strings of ��s and 
�s� If the length of a string is l then total number of strings is �l�

Usually� a function ��t� is de�ned on the set of strings which represents the function to be

optimized� This function ��t�� also known as the ��tness function� denotes the �tness value

of a string� In GAs� a string which provides optimal �tness value is found without exhaustive

search� To �nd a near optimal solution� three basic genetic operators� i� Selection� ii� Crossover

and iii� Mutation are exploited in GAs�

Out of all possible �l strings� initially a few strings �say S number of strings� are selected

randomly and this set of strings is called initial population� Starting with the initial population

the three genetic operators are used one by one to form a new population� The process of

creating new population is called an iteration and is executed for a �xed number of times� Here

we have also used the elitist model of GAs� In the elitist model of GAs the worst string in the

present population is replaced by the best string of the previous population in each iteration to

keep track with the best string obtained in each iteration�



In the selection procedure� S number of strings are selected from current population to

form a mating pool� The selection of each individual string� as a string in the mating pool� is

directly or inversely proportional to its �tness function as the problem is either a maximization

or a minimization problem respectively� This type of selection scheme is known as proportional

selection strategy� The crossover operation is then applied on the mating pool�

The most commonly used crossover operation is a single point crossover �
�� operation on a

pair of strings which is described here� An integer position k is selected randomly between 
 and

l � 
 �l � 
�� l being the string length� Two new strings are then created by swapping all the

characters from position k�
 to l of the old strings� The occurrence of crossover operation on a

pair of strings is guided by crossover probability� say� Pcross� A random number �� 
� is drawn

for each pair of strings� The drawn random number less than Pcross indicates the occurrence

of crossover for that pair and the non occurrence if the reverse is true� Usually a high value is

assigned for the crossover probability� The mutation operation is then applied�

In mutation operation every bit of every string is replaced by the reverse character �i�e� � by


 and 
 by �� with some probability� One of the commonly used conventions �
�� is to assign a

very small value to the mutation probability Pmut and keep the Pmut �xed for all the iterations�

The process is executed for a �xed number of times �iterations� and the best string� obtained

so far� is taken to be the near optimal one� In the present article� the number of iterations� say

T � is �xed a priori for the termination of GAs�

Description of the algorithm �� The genetic algorithm is implemented using the following

steps�


� Generate an initial population Q of size S and calculate �tness values of all S strings of

Q�

�� Find the best string Sbst of Q� If the best string is not unique� then call any one of the

best strings of Q as Sbst�

�� Construct a mating pool using proportional selection strategy �Sbst belongs to Q�� Per�

form crossover and mutation operations on the strings in the mating pool and obtain

a population Qtmp� � If selection is ignored at the �rst iteration� it hardly makes any

di�erence��

�� Calculate the �tness value of each string S of Qtmp and replace the worst string of Qtmp

by Sbst� Rename Qtmp as Q�

�� If T iterations are completed then stop� else go to step ��

Note that steps �� � and � together make an iteration�

���� GA to Find PIFS

The main aspect of fractal based image coding is to �nd a suitable domain block and a transfor�

mation for a rough type range block� Thus the whole problem can be looked upon as a search

problem� Instead of a exhaustive search mechanism GAs can be used to �nd the near optimal

solution�



The number of possible domain blocks to be searched are �w � �b� � �w � �b� �section ��
�

The number of transformations to be searched for each domain block is � �section ��
�� Thus

the space to be searched consists of M elements� M is called cardinality of the search space�

Here M � � �w � �b��� Let the space to be searched be represented by P where

P � f
� �� � � � � �w � �b�g � f
� �� � � � � �w � �b�g � f
� �� � � � � �g�

Binary strings are introduced to represent the elements of P� The set of �l binary strings�

each of length l� are constructed in such a way that the set exhausts the whole parametric space�

In case of �l � M � the strings which are outside the parameter space are ignored� To replace

those strings� new strings are selected randomly� The value for l depends on the values of w and

b� The �tness value of a string is taken to be the MSE between the given range block and the

obtained range block�

Let S be the population size and T be the maximum number of iterations for the GA�

Initially� S strings are selected randomly from �l strings� to result in an initial population for

GA� The various steps of the GA� as mentioned in section ��
 are implemented repeatedly up to

T iterations� Note that the total number of strings searched up to T iterations is S�T � Hence�
M
S T provides the search space reduction ratio for each rough type range block� and �M � S T �

provides the reduction in the search space for each rough type range block� If the number of

smooth type range blocks is r then �n� r�� �M � �S T �� would provide the total search space

reduced for �nding the set of transformations F for fractal image compression�

In the next section the experimental results of PIFS using exhaustive search mechanism and

GA based technique have been presented�

�� Results

The GA based method and exhaustive search method are implemented in ��� ��� � bit�pixel

�Lena� image and �Seagull�� The image is subdivided into four� 
�� � 
�� subimages� each

of which is encoded separately� Fractal operators �codes� automatically take care of borders

between subimages�

A simple classi�cation technique �
� and a two level partition scheme ��� for the range blocks

are used for the speci�c implementation of both techniques�In particular the range blocks are

classi�ed in to two classes one is called class of smooth blocks and the other is called class of

rough blocks� In two level scheme parent range blocks of size �� � and children range blocks of

size �� � are used ����

Exhaustive search �ES� and GA are implemented� as a search technique� only for rough

type range blocks� Here for each subimage� total number of parent range blocks is n � ��

and total number of domain blocks �m� to search is �
�� � 
� � �
�� � 
� � 

� � 

� and

�
�� � �� � �
�� � �� � 
�� � 
�� for parent and child range blocks respectively� Thus the

cardinality �M� of the search spaces for these two cases are 

� � 

� � � and 
�� � 
�� � �

respectively� The string length l has been taken to be 
��� � � � �� in both the cases� As a



Table 
 Results obtained by using the GA based technique and the Exhaustive search technique

for �Lena� image

Genetic Algorithm Exhaustive Search

Image Number of Number of

CR PSNR domain block CR PSNR domain block

in db searched in db searched

Lena 
���� ����� �
���� 

��� ����� 

�����

Seagull ���� ����� �
���� ��� ����� 

�����

CR
Compression Ratio

PSNR
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

result of selecting ��� binary strings� a few strings� in both the cases� will be outside the speci�ed

search spaces� If a string which is not in the search space is selected during the implementation

of the GA� then a string at the boundary will replace it�

�a� �b� �c�

Fig� �� Original �Lena� image �a� with decoded �Lena� obtained from GA based method �b� and ES

based method �c��

Out of these ��� binary strings�  strings �S � � are selected randomly to construct an

initial population� The total number of iterations considered in the GA is T � �
�� Hence the

search space reduction ratios for a parent and a child rough type range blocks are approximately


� and �
 respectively� Test results for both images using both scheme are given in Table 
�

It is clear from Table 
 that more compression is achieved in exhaustive search� In this

encoding scheme� in the �rst level� more rough type parent range blocks are encoded correctly�

It implies that the parent rough type range blocks are not divided into child blocks for second

level encoding� As a result of this more compression is achieved in exhaustive search case� But



the PSNR value appears to be better in case of GA based technique� Moreover the advantage of

using GA based technique is established from the value of the number of domain blocks searched

in both the cases� Here also GA based technique searched at least �� times lesser number of

domain blocks in comparison with the exhaustive search technique�

�a� �b� �c�

Fig� �� Original �Seagull� image �a� with decoded �Seagull� obtained from GA based method �b� and

ES based method �c��

The corresponding diagrams for the �Lena� image are shown in �gure �� Figure ��a� shows

the original �Lena� image� ��b� and ��c� are respectively decoded �Lena� where the codes

are obtained by using exhaustive search and GA� On the other hand �gure ��a� is the original

�Seagull� while ��b� and ��c� are decoded �Seagull�using exhaustive search and GA respectively�

All the decoded images are obtained after ten iterations and starting from an arbitrary blank

image�

�� Conclusions and further study

There are several techniques� available in the literature� for image compression using PIFS and

in almost all the techniques it has been assumed that the theory of PIFS is same as that of IFS�

Almost no emphasis has been given by the researchers for the modi�cation or the development

of the theory� The theory of IFS stands on a sound mathematical platform but the theory of

PIFS appears to be di�erent and a mathematical foundation of PIFS is needed� With this aim

in mind we have proposed a mathematical framework to show the existence of the attractor of

PIFS assuming it as a separate scheme� In particular we have sketched a detail description of

the fractal operators �maps��

The PIFS based image compression techniques have their own advantages and disadvan�

tages in the sense of compression ratio� peak�signal�noise�ratio and computational cost� But the

comparison of these techniques with other image compression techniques specially with classical

compression method �JPEG� or with Wavelet based image compression method is appreciated�



In this regard one can claim that the uniqueness of fractal image compression is that the re�

constructed image can be obtained from any arbitrary image which is not the case of any other

compression method� But at the same time one should really investigate the amount of loss

incorporating in the compression ratio with such a strict constraint�

In PIFS technique the estimates of all the range blocks are obtained assuming the self

similarities present in the given image� The scaled and transformed version of the domain block

which is most similar to a range block is named as appropriately matched domain block for that

range block� The similarity between the range block and the domain block is measured by MSE�

Thus the e	ciency of PIFS technique depends on two factors� The �rst one is the e	ciency of

the distortion measure and second one is the extent of similarity present in the domain blocks

corresponding to the range blocks of a given image�

MSE being a global measure has its own limitations� In this context one can think of a

better and reliable measure which can make the PIFS technique more e	cient� Regarding the

second factor� it may so happen that there is hardly any domain block which is appropriately

matched with the concerned range block� In other words� the domain block most close to a

range block in the sense of similarity� may provide a quantitatively large distortion measure�

This may lead to ine	cient coding� This problem can be viewed as a limitation of the PIFS

based image compression technique� Thus� there is enormous scope for suggesting the speci�c

theory which can make domain blocks more close to the range block in the sense of similarity

and also with less distortion�
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